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Legence Bank Sponsors Free Teleseminar on The Compound Effect--Achieving 
Success in All You Do  at 12 Noon on Thurs., Sep. 6 
 

Eldorado, IL—Many people daydream about and wish for the magic formula to 
jumpstart their income, life and success, but what does it really take to leverage your 
talents and maximize the opportunities that surround you?  If you want to learn from the 
man who best selling business author Harvey Mackey says wrote the instruction manual 
for success, call and listen in on Legence Bank’s next Chat with the Experts™ free 
teleseminar at 12 noon on Thurs., Sep. 6.   

The Compound Effect—Achieving Success in All You Do is the theme of the 
teleseminar, and features Darren Hardy, publisher and editorial director of SUCCESS 
magazine and author of New York Times best seller The Compound Effect.  Hardy has 
interviewed leading experts on human performance and achievement, as well as many 
of today’s top CEOs, revolutionary entrepreneurs, superstar athletes and Olympic 
champions, to uncover and share the secrets and insight behind their extraordinary 
success.  He is a favored keynote of audiences of 50 to stadiums of over 20,000 people 
all over the world. 

The call will feature information on: 

• The number one strategy to achieve any goal and triumph over any competitor, 
even if they’re smarter, more talented or more experienced, 

• How to eradicate bad habits that derail your progress.  

• Painlessly installing the few key disciplines required for major breakthroughs. 

• The real, lasting keys to motivation—how to get yourself to do things you don't 
feel like doing.  

• Capturing the elusive force of momentum. Catch this, and you'll be unstoppable. 



• Acceleration secrets and the unfair advantage of super achievers.  

 “Ongoing professional and personal development are important to the success of our 
businesses, our families and our communities.  Legence Bank is pleased to bring 
another sought-after keynote speaker and leading success expert not only to our friends 
and customers, but any person in the communities we serve who is interested in this 
free resource and presentation,” said Kevin Beckemeyer, president and CEO of 
Legence Bank.   

To listen in on the free, one hour teleseminar                                                                         
The Compound Effect—Achieving Success in All You Do                                                              
on Thurs., Sep. 6 at noon CST, call the dial-in number 760-569-7676, then enter 
the access code 134281. 
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